Abstract. The paper describes an algorithm for the synthesis of neural networks to control gyro stabilizer. The neural network performs the role of observer for state vector. The role of an observer in a feedback of gyro stabilizer is illustrated. Paper detail a problem specific features stage of classics algorithm: choosing of network architecture, learning of neural network and verification of result feedback control. In the article presented optimal configuration of the neural network like a memory depth, the number of layers and neuron in these layers and activation functions in layers. Using the information of dynamic system for improvement learning of neural network is provided. A scheme creation of an optimal training sample is provided.
Introduction
Multilayer neural network can approximate any smooth function. For example, the transient of a state variables gyro stabilizer or control by time. The main advantage of a neural network is not requiring of a complete mathematical model of gyro stabilizer. An example of these case is using MEMS gyroscopes for creating gyro stabilizer. But, general algorithm of the synthesis of neural network not formulated yet. Such of algorithms is the goal for scientists. This paper is describing a development of this algorithm for the class of dynamic systems.
Problem definition
Dynamic a channel of uniaxial gyro stabilizer can be described by the following system of nonlinear differential equations [2] :
(1)
A 1α1 − (Jxp−Jyp) 2α 2 cos α 2 sin 2α 2 + +hα 1 + (J ze − J xp )α 1α2 = M 1 + M cont.1 ;
where H-Kinetic moment gyro unit, J xp , J yp , J zp -inertia moment of platform, J xi , J yi , J zi -inertia moment of internal frame, J xe , J ye , J ze -inertia moment of external frame, h -damping factor, α 1 , α 2 , α 3 -angle pumping platform, internal frame and external frame.
The nonlinear system 1 append equation of inertial measurement unit:
where u g -the signal from gyroscope, u a -signal of accelerometr. γ i -angle between platform and horizone plane. The model of IMU 2 have a some features:
-the model have a dynamic properties; -the model is nonlinear; -the model is incomplete.
The problem of generating a control torque for compensation of the external torque by mesuared of signal of gyro(u g ). Control is expected to form the law gyro stabilizer M con. = g(α 1 , α 2 , α 3 ). Where M con. is nonlinear dynamic link that is in a feedback loop. There some types of feedback controllers:
-correcting unit; -observer with regulator; -neural network.
We consider case, when the feedback loop contains a neural network. Two schemes of control are proposed. In the first scheme gyro signal put into the memory unit. The memory unit is generated a vector containing the current value and the previous several values of the vectorx. This vectorx is input for neural network [1] .
The neural network connected to a motor. The motor creates a moment, which balance external moment ( Figure 1 ). In the second case, neural network estimate of the state vector, which is connected to the regulator, the signal from regulator is connected to the motors of stabilization ( Figure 2 ).
In the case when gyro stabilizer has a several channels of stabilization feedback loop consists of several of parallel neural networks. This allow reduce the load on each neural network. 
Optimizing algorithm of synthesis
We consider the "classic" algorithm for the synthesis of neural networks, which consists of five stages. In the first stage, formalization of the problem. The unknown function is determined that the neural network during its work will be interpolated, the number of input and output variables. Next the step is selecting structure of the neural network: definition of topology and network settings, types activation functions. After, creation of the training sample is following, which should reflect all the possible modes. Next step is a choice of algorithm training parameters and train neural network. And the final stage is verification of the trained neural network on the test sample. When a result of checking is positive neural network is considered trained and may be used in the work. Describe the algorithm for the synthesis of the control device consists of a neural network and regulator. So that the system (1) will be defined as:
where x-State vector, P -regulator.
The formalization of the problem
We proposed formulation of the problem a neural network works as an observer. The input of the neural network is vector of the measured signal and several previous values of it, and the output of the neural network -estimation of the state vector. For base topology is selected multilayer neural network ("multilayer perceptron"). Mathematical model of the network is described by the equation [3] :
where w (j) -Weighting matrix j-th layer of the neural network, b (j) -bias vector of j-th layer of the neural network, f (j) -activation function j-th layer of the neural network, u g. (k) -current value of the measured signal, x -An output vector of the neural network, k-depth of memory. Tables ??,? ? are provided the result of simulation gyro stabilizer. Many of neural networks were synthesized during experiments for detecting the relationship between the parameters of the neural network and the features of the transient process in the stabilization of the platform. The tables show not all network can work as observer. Sometimes the transient process is unstable(inf in tables). Stable transient process can be find when correct inequality:
where m-number neutral in hidden layer. The sub optimal, in case minimization of angle plumping, estimate when numbers neural in hidden layer is approximate equal to order of system (1)- (2) . So, inequality 6 can be appended:
Neural network with nonlinear activation, like tansig or logsig function in hidden layer and linear in output layer are preferred. These features also work when the neural network is used for observing a linear dynamic system.
Creating a training sample
The training set is prepared with a special algorithm. The main aim is all system state variables are observable. Next, a closed system is formed by including a feedback loop controller by state. In some works are recommended use a harmonic signal with increasing frequency to the input of gyroscope stabilizer. But most prefer is use random normalized input signal or a harmonic signal at a fixed frequency. These results were obtained on the basis of numerical modeling.
For determining the optimum frequency of the input harmonic signal numeric experiment was conducted.The input to the reference model supplied harmonic signal with a fixed frequency, after which the obtained sample was trained the neural network. The number of epochs required to train the neural network, and maximum angle leveling platforms comprising a feedback loop neural network was measured in the experiments. The results of numeric experiments are shown in Figures 3.2 and . The figure shows that increasing the frequency of the input harmonic signal decreases the maximum angle pumping platform, but after a certain frequency is a sharp increase in the number of periods required for training. The frequency, then a sharp increasing the number of periods, was close to the cutoff frequency of the reference model. I Thus, the optimum in terms of the ratio of the time of training and the maximum angle of pumping, is situated at the cutoff frequency.
Selecting learning algorithm
The goal of training the neural network is changing the weight coefficients, which the minimization of functional [4] :
where x(t) -the training sample, x(t, w) -the output of neural network, Nthe number of training samples.
-Gradient method; -Hewton method; -Levenberg-Marquardt method [7] , [8] .
The learning of neural network consist of several steps. At the begin training set is shuffle. After that minimization of is doing. These two steps repeat until achieving preset value, or number of loop iteration not be a huge.
As shown by mathematical modeling, the most efficient is the LevenbergMarquardt algorithm. 
Verification of a neural network
The neural network operates in a feedback loop of a dynamic system, so that traditional methods verification of the neural network are not applicable. In this regard, the only method of verification is a simulation of a closed system. In this case modeling gyro stabilizer However, in some cases, simulations can take time comparable to the time of training, and even exceed it. In addition to mathematical modeling, it is proposed to check the performance of Neural network at the stand. 
Conclusion
The article was considered a neural network algorithm for controlling a uniaxial gyro stabilizer. The optimal parameters of neural network based observer are determing. The optimum frequency of the harmonic signal input od ideal model for the formation of a training sample. The results can be used in the synthesis of control devices built using the device of neural networks for tracking systems.
